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Axial variations in magnetic or electrostatic con-
finement fields create local trapping separatrices, and
traditional neo-classical theory analyzes the effects
from collision-induced separatrix crossings. Recent
experiments and theory have characterized the distinc-
tive neo-classical effects from chaotic separatrix cross-
ings, induced by equilibrium plasma rotation across
θ-ruffled separatrices, or by wave-induced separatrix
fluctuations. Experiments on nominally-symmetric
pure electron plasmas with controlled separatrices agree
quantitatively with theory in 3 broad areas: 1) ra-
dial particle transport is driven by a static z- and θ-
asymmetry; 2) both E × B drift waves and Langmuir
waves are damped; and 3) novel dissipative wave-wave
couplings are observed. The new chaotic neo-classical
effects scale as ν0B−1, whereas traditional plateau-
regime collisional effects scale as ν1/2B−1/2.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most plasma confinement devices have local trap-
ping separatrices, arising from variations in magnetic
field strength or from external potentials. Separately
trapped populations of particles may then have sub-
stantially different drift orbits, giving rise to large dis-
sipative transport steps when separatrix crossings oc-
cur. Neo-Classical Transport (NCT) theory analyzes
the particle transport and wave effects arising from col-
lisional separatrix scatterings in a variety of geometries
[1, 2, 3, 4]; and experimental corroboration has been
obtained in some regimes of strong collisions [5, 6].

Recent experiments and theory have now character-
ized a novel collisionless form of NCT, where “chaotic”
separatrix crossings occur due to plasma rotation across
cos (mθ) ruffled separatrices, or due to wave-induced
separatrix fluctuations. This mechanism has previ-
ously been taken to be ineffective because of presumed
symmetries [7].

The experiments are performed on low-
collisionality, strongly magnetized pure electron

plasma columns, with controlled trapping separatri-
ces. The separatrices are created by applied wall
voltages, or by magnetic field strength variations as
small as δBz/Bz ∼ 10−3; and controlled cos (mθ)
ruffles are added. Dissipative separatrix effects are
then observed in 3 broad areas: 1) Radial particle
transport is driven by an overall “error field,” such as
a tilt of the magnetic field [8]. 2) For wave damping,
the error field is the wave potential itself, and strong
damping is observed for both low-frequency drift
waves [9] and high frequency plasma waves [10].
3) Additionally, novel dissipative wave-wave couplings
are observed, when one wave modifies the separatrix,
thereby modifying the separatrix damping of another
wave.

Experiments with controlled separatrix ruffles now
unambiguously distinguish the chaotic and collisional
contributions. We find that chaotic NCT scales with
collision rate and magnetic field as ν0B−1, whereas col-
lisional NCT scales as ν1/2B−1/2. The high magnetic
field minimizes kinetic bounce-rotation resonance ef-
fects [11, 12], which typically scale closer to B−2 or
B−3.

Theory analyses of ruffled separatrix effects have
now been developed from two complementary perspec-
tives. A dynamical bounce-mapping approach char-
acterizes the quasi-steady-state density perturbations,
including bounce-resonant effects in regimes of ultra-
low collisionality. A second simpler approach [13] as-
sumes random (chaotic) separatrix crossings, connects
smoothly with collisional NCT, and agrees with the dy-
namical approach outside the bounce-resonant regimes.

II. APPARATUS

The pure electron plasma columns utilized here are
confined in a cylindrical Penning-Malmberg trap [8].
Electrons are confined radially by a nominally uniform
axial magnetic field 0.4 < B < 20. kG; and are con-
fined axially by voltages Vc = −100.V on end cylinders



of radius Rw = 3.5cm (Fig. 1). The electron columns
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Figure 1: Schematic of the cylindrical apparatus, with
ruffled separatrix from Vsq and ±∆Vm, with TPDM
wave on the electron column.

have length Lp = 49cm, and radial density profile n(r)
with central density n0 = 1.6× 107cm−3 and line den-
sity NL = πR2

pn0 = 6.1× 107cm−1.
The unneutralized charge results in an equilibrium

potential energy Φe(r) with Φe0 = +28.eV at r = 0
(here, all Φ’s are in energy units). This gives an E ×
B drift rotation fE(r) which decreases monotonically
from fE0 = 230.kHz (B/1kG)−1. The electrons have
a near-Maxwellian velocity distribution with thermal
energy T <∼ 1eV, giving axial bounce frequency fb =
v/2Lp = 430.kHz and rigidity R ≡ fb/fE0 = 2BkG.

An electrostatic trapping barrier φs is created
by a “squeeze” wall voltage Vsq with adjustable θ-
components. This gives interior separatrix energy
φs(r, θ) = φs0(r) + ∆φm(r) cos[m(θ − θm)], as shown
schematically in Fig. 2a. Here, we focus on m = 2 ruf-
fles, created by voltages ±∆Vm applied to four 60◦ sec-
tors, extending over ∆z = 3.8 cm near the z = 0 cen-
ter. At every radius, low energy particles are trapped
in either the left or right end, whereas higher energy
untrapped particles transit the entire length.

Particles change from trapped to untrapped (and
vice versa) due to collisions, due to drift-rotation across
θ-ruffles, or due to temporal fluctuations ∆φt in the
separatrix energy. The electron-electron collisionality
of the electron plasma is relatively low, spreading par-
allel velocities at the separatrix by an energy width
∆Wc ≡ T (ν/2πfE)1/2(φs0/T )1/2 ≈ 20. meV B

1/2
kG dur-

ing a drift-rotation period. The “chaotic” trapping
processes will be important when ∆φm >∼ ∆Wc, or
when ∆φt >∼ ∆Wc.

Radial particle transport is driven by global “er-
ror fields” varying as cos `θ; here, we focus on static
` = 1, z-anti-symmetric error fields created by a small
magnetic tilt (Fig. 1b). The tilt has controlled magni-
tude εB ≡ B⊥/Bz <∼ 10−3, with chosen tilt angle θB ≡
tan−1(By/Bx), i.e. rotated by α ≡ θB − θm relative to
the separatrix ruffle. This tilt is equivalent to applying
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Figure 2: a) θ-symmetric end confinement and cen-
tral separatrix potentials, modified by an ` = 1 z-
antisymmetric error field, and an m = 2 ruffle on the
separatrix; b) z-dependence of 3 error fields.

wall voltages V (Rw, θ, z) = (εBz)(2eNL/Rw) cos(θ −
θB), which causes interior Debye-shielded ` = 1 error
potentials δφ1(r, z).

III. NEO-CLASSICAL THEORY

For large B fields, giving rigidity R � 1, sim-
ple z-bounce-averaged theory suffices to describe the
separatrix-induced transport and wave-damping. The
tilt-induced error field δφ1(r, z) has bounce averages
δφL and δφR for left- and right-end trapped particles
near the separatrix energy, with untrapped particles
experiencing zero average error field. The drift orbits
then differ radially by

∆r = (δφL − δφR)/∂Φe/∂r. (1)

Random transitions between trapped and passing
populations are caused by collisions (c); by drift ro-
tation across the cos (m, θ) separatrix ruffles (m); and
by temporal fluctuations in the separatrix energy (t).
If the fraction of particles transitioning in a rotation
period is η, the radial diffusion coefficient is expected
to be

Dr ∼ η fE∆r2. (2)

For collisions, traditional NCT gives ηc =
∆Wc FM (φso) ∝

√
ν B1/2, whereas ruffle ηm and



temporal ηt will be independent of ν and B.
A detailed analysis of random transitions between

equal trapping regions driven by rotation across sepa-
ratrix ruffles gives [13]

Dr =
1
4
fE ∆r2 ∆φM FM (φs0) D`m(α), (3)

with

D`m = m
4`2 −m2 sin2 π`

m

4`2 −m2

{
1 , 2`

m 6∈ Int
2 sin2 `α , 2`

m ∈ Int
.

(4)
The dependence on α ≡ θB−θm gives an unambiguous
sin2 α experimental signature for ` = 1, m = 2.

Equations (3) and (4) can be regarded as the col-
lisionless limit of a more general theory expression for
transport that includes collisions. The perturbed par-
ticle distribution is written as δf = FM (K)(−δφ +
ωrg)/T where ωr is the fluid (E × B+ diamagnetic)
rotation frequency, and the nonadiabatic part g solves
the bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck equation

ωE∂g/∂θ − Cg = ∂δφ/∂θ. (5)

Here Cg = 2φs0T ν ∂2g/∂K2 is the collision operator,
keeping only the highest energy derivative and expand-
ing near K = V0 [1, 2, 7]. The solution of this driven
diffusion equation in the trapped and passing regions
yields a radial diffusion coefficient given by Eq. (3),
except that D`m(α) is replaced by D`m(∆Wc/∆V, α).

For 2`/m integral, Eq. (3) can then be generalized
to [13]

Dr =
1
4
fE ∆r2FM (φs0){∆WcDcA+∆φMDmA sin2 α}.

(6)
The collisional bounce-Averaged coefficient DcA is sup-
pressed when ruffles dominate, as DcA ≈ π[1 − exp
(−(y/.71)5/6], y ≡ ∆Wc/∆φm. In contrast, the ruffle
contribution is relatively independent of collisions, as
DmA ≈ 4[1− .215 tanh(y/.6)].

Figure 3 shows the enhanced diffusion predicted by
Eq. (6) when ∆φm > ∆Wc, with simple particle sim-
ulations (at one radius) corroborating the theory. The
full radial flux then has both mobility and diffusive
contributions, as

Γr = µ(∂Φe/∂r)−Dr(∂N0/∂r), (7)

with µ = DrN0/T and N0 ≡
∫
dz n.

IV. RADIAL PARTICLE TRANSPORT

Experimentally we diagnose the bulk expansion rate

ν〈r2〉 ≡
d

dt
〈r2〉/〈r2〉 ≡

∫
rdr r2

1
r

∂

∂r
r Γr / 〈r2〉. (8)
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Figure 3: (Color online) Predicted diffusion (curve)
and particle simulation results (dots) for weak error
field ε and ruffle ∆φ2, showing enhancement for weak
collisionality ν.

Fortunately, ν〈r2〉 can be accurately and readily ob-
tained from the frequency f20(t) of a small-amplitude
` = 2, k = 0 diocotron mode, as ν〈r2〉 = − d

dtf20/f20.
This follows from f20 ∝ 〈n〉 = NL/〈r2〉 with NL con-
stant; and it has been verified to ±2% by camera im-
ages of plasma evolutions.
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Figure 4: Measured expansion rate ν〈r2〉, showing
chaotic NCT varying as sin2 α, and α-independent col-
lisional transport.

Figure 3 is a plot of measured expansion rate ν〈r2〉
versus magnetic tilt angle θB , for various applied wall
ruffle strengths ∆Vm. The ruffled-induced NCT shows
an unambiguous sin2 α dependence on θB , with mag-
nitude proportional to ∆Vm; and varying θm in steps
of π/2 (not shown) verifies the dependence on relative
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Figure 5: (Color online) Measured transport rates C
versusB, with empirical scalings. Solid lines are theory
predictions.

angle only.
The distinctive sin2 α signature, together with con-

trol of ∆Vm and εB , enables identification of transport
processes as

ν
(expt)
〈r2〉 = CcAε̂

2
B + CmAε̂

2
B∆V̂m sin2 α

+CcK1ε̂
2
B + CcK2∆V̂ 2

m + ν
(bkg)
〈r2〉 . (9)

Here, CcA and CmA represent the radial integrals of
Eqn. (6) and (7); CcK1 and CcK2 represent collisional
Kinetic (bounce-resonant) transport driven by ε2B or
∆V 2

m as z-dependent “error” fields; and ν
(bkg)
〈r2〉 arises

from uncontrolled background tilts, separatrices, and
ruffles. For dimensional simplicity, ε̂B = εB/(1 mRad)
and ∆V̂m ≡ ∆Vm/(1 Volt).

CmA is readily obtained from the sin2 α dependence
as in Fig. 2, and varying εB gives the expected ε2B de-
pendence. Data taken with εB = 0 shows a ν(bkg)

〈r2〉 off-
set and a parabolic dependence on applied ∆Vm, giving
CcK2. Varying εB then selects CcA and CcK1; these are
distinguished by their B-scaling (discussed next), and
by the fact that the z-anti-symmetric bounce-averages
in CcA require the separatrix, whereas the kinetic CcK1

depends only weakly on the applied squeeze voltage.
Figure 4 shows the measured transport rates CmA,

CcA and CcK1 versus magnetic field with empirical
scalings (dashed) compared to theory (lines). At high
B, the chaotic and collisional separatrix transport pro-
cesses agree closely with theory, scaling as B−1 and
B−1/2 respectively. Here the comparison is limited
by temperature uncertainty, sensitivity to edge den-
sity gradients, and induced modification of FM (φsq).

At low B, the kinetic transport labeled CcK1 is ob-
served to depend strongly on field (∼ B−2.7), but no
simple power-law is expected as bounce-rotation reso-
nances become dominant. Prior scaling experiments
have been confused by the presence of uncontrolled
separatrices and ruffles, and by overlapping transport
regimes [8].

Similar enhanced particle transport is observed
when there are temporal variations in the separatrix
energy. Figure 5 illustrates the immediate increase
in radial expansion rate induced when white noise
(VRMS = 200.mV, fE0 < f < 20.MHz) is applied to
the θ-symmetric squeeze ring, driving enhanced ran-
dom trapped-passing transitions. The 3× increase in
(d/dt)〈r2〉 observed here is consistent with a collisional
separatrix layer ∆Wc ∼ 70. meV fluctuating by ∆φt ∼
200. meV. Presumably, any noise- or wave-induced
fluctuations which change particle kinetic energies rela-
tive to the separatrix energy would be equally effective
in enhancing transport.
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Figure 6: Enhanced expansion rate during two bursts
of 200 mV (RMS) noise applied to a 6. V electrostatic
separatrix.

Magnetic field ripples are observed to cause simi-
lar particle transport [8] with significant transport ob-
served down to our minimum of δB/B ∼ 10−3. Fig-
ure 7 shows the vendor-calculated ripples in the CamV
superconducting magnet. The original electrode place-
ment had a background loss rate of ν(bkg)

〈r2〉 ∼ .001 at
B = 10 kG due to the separatrix at P . Adding an ad-
ditional coil to increase the mirror strength did not ap-
preciably increase the transport. However, temporarily
moving the electrodes to eliminate the separatrix re-
duced this loss rate by 5×. Magnetic separatrix effects
appear similar to electric separatrix effects, albeit with
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Figure 7: Enhanced expansion rate during two bursts
of 200 mV (RMS) noise applied to a 6. V electrostatic
separatrix.

different radial dependencies; but magnetic effects are
substantially more difficult to study experimentally.

V. WAVE DAMPING

Wave damping due to chaotic and collisional sepa-
ratrix dissipation is observed for both negative-energy
E×B drift waves and for positive-energy plasma waves.
Here, the wave-potential is the “error field” driving
transport (Fig. 2b), and the wave frequency enters the
generalization of Eq. (6).

Most thoroughly studied is the “Trapped Parti-
cle Diocotron Mode” [3, 8] where trapped particles at
large radii experience z-anti-symmetric E × B drifts,
while untrapped interior particles provide partial De-
bye shielding (Fig. 1).

Prior TPDM damping analysis [3] solved for the
thin collisional boundary layer at the separatrix, as is
standard in NCT [1, 2]. This gave quantitative agree-
ment with the experimental observations of TPDM
damping rate γ1a ∝ B−1/2 for large B; but the en-
hanced damping observed at lower B, scaling as γ1a ∝
B−1, was not understood.

Experiments and theory now establish that the ob-
servedB−1 scaling of TPDM damping was due to weak,
naturally-occurring θ-ruffles on the separatrix. Figure
8a shows the measured γ1a versus strength ∆Vm of an
applied static m = 2 separatrix ruffle, for two magnetic
fields. For ∆Vm = 0, the damping is mostly due to col-
lisions; for larger ∆Vm, the damping increases linearly
with ∆Vm as expected for chaotic NCT. Here, γ1a ∗B
is plotted, so the identical slopes at B = 0.4 and B =
3 represent the B−1 scaling characteristic of chaotic
separatrix processes, analogous to the ∆Vm terms of
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rate γ1a times B versus applied ∆Vm for B = 0.4 and
3.0 kG. b) (top, left scales) TPDM damping γ1aB ver-
sus amplitude Q of an excited diocotron mode.

Eq. (9). In contrast, the collisional ∆Vm = 0 inter-
cepts scale as B−1/2, and therefore differ by (3/0.4)1/2

= 2.7. The solid curves of Fig. 8a are the absolute pre-
dictions of the probabilistic theory approach, including
non-local effects on n(r, z) equilibria [14].
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High frequency plasma (Langmuir) waves are also
strongly damped by separatrix dissipation, indepen-
dent of Landau damping effects. Figure 9 shows the
measured damping rate γ11 for an ` = 1, k = 1π/Lp
plasma wave with f11 =1.2 MHz. This is a large am-
plitude wave in a “BGK state” of strong wave-particle



trapping. With no applied electrostatic squeeze, damp-
ing at rate γ(M)

11 ∼ −1 × 103/sec is observed, due to
a naturally occurring magnetic separatrix δBz/Bz ∼
10−3 peaking near z = 0. This magnetic separatrix of-
ten dominates background transport also, and remov-
ing the separatrix reduces ν(bkg)

〈r2〉 by up to 5×.
In Fig. 9, adding a triangle-ramped positive (anti-)

squeeze wall voltage has no effect on γ11; but a nega-
tive squeeze ramped to -3.Volts immediately and pro-
portionately increases γ11, to a maximum of γ(3V )

11 =
−8×103/sec. Here, Zakharov-Karpman [15] collisional
damping predicts negligible damping, at a rate γZK

11 ∼
−20./sec. We also note that excitation of a separate
` = 0 plasma wave to even moderate amplitude im-
mediately increases γ11 several fold, due to ∆φt in the
effective energy of the separatrix.

VI. WAVE-WAVE COUPLINGS

The potential associated with one wave can modify
the effective separatrix energy seen by particles car-
rying currents associated with a second wave, thereby
damping the second wave. When the waves are reso-
nant and phase-locked, the interaction can be particu-
larly strong.

Figure 8b shows TPDM damping in the presence
of a separate m = 2, kz = 0 diocotron mode with fre-
quency f20 ≈ fE0 and controlled quadrupole amplitude
Q, with Q = ∆/R0 for uniform density out to radius
R = R0 +∆ cos 2θ [9]. The diocotron mode creates an
m = 2 potential φ2(r, z, t) at all z, which is smallest
at the z = 0 separatrix, inducing chaotic separatrix
crossings proportional to Q. The solid line segments
show a Q = 0 intercept predicted by collisional NCT
[3], and a ruffle-induced enhancement predicted by the
bounce-mapping theory, in good agreement with the
measurements.

The resonant version of this same wave-wave inter-
action was partially explored in experiments [9] where
a large-amplitudem = 2 diocotron mode “pump” para-
metrically decays into an exponentially growing ` = 1
TPDM mode, when parameters are tuned so as to
obtain f1a = f20/2. The separatrix causes a well-
understood conservative mode coupling, exponential
instability, and late-time energy sloshing; and the pre-
viously puzzling dissipation is now quantitatively un-
derstood as TPDM damping from a phase-locked m =
2 ruffle caused by the pump diocotron mode.
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